
witlrtoltsitlrr,rlrlr lrtrtlt,t,t (:l:ill ) llrrl tlrrrr w'rr'llo lrrtr"l".rrrrrrrrtrrl\
speaking,,purc(it'rnl:ln ll, lollrr rrirrclcr'rrllrttrrlrrrl, ll'r lttsl i,ttttt:t
tion of immigrants ttl L<ltcr, arr<l 1>ossilrl;r lttt'lt llt;ttt .ltt tlt tt.lltlitttt'
entered upon a situation ol'multilinguzrlisnr (7.r13), iLrrtl tlrt'1i|st y<:Lrs

of the new lansuage Yiddish must have been uncertain and stammcrins,

that is, rich in alternate sounds, forms, and words. All alternatcs wcr(l

acceptable as long as there was communication. when a more stablc

forrnof language began to emerge in Loter, it was not the coterritorial

variant of German. The intonation and the "differential phonetics"

(t.g.t) were not the same ; they were adapted from the prelanguaees

that were brought along. Surely the Hebrew andLoez components were

a conspicuous variance in the laneuage of the Jews compared to that of

the coterritorial German. And even had these comPonents been repre-

sented to a lesser extent than they presumably were, they would still

be basically something that the language of the Germans could not have

been. Even within the German component itself the facts were grouped

in the Jewish community in a manner cntirely different lrom the

grouping in German (1.: t ).
The basic difference between Yiddish and German has no direct

bearing on the question of whether a German and a Jew, say in the

year rooo in cologne , could communicate. communication was possible

even nine hundred years later, when Yiddish and German were most

certainly inclependent linguisric sysrems (2. r6. r ). Scandinavians among

themselves, a Dutchman and a northern German, a Russian and a

Ukrainian, even a Russian and a Pole , or an Italian and a Spaniard can

"communicate ." In the case of some of the languages mentioned the

difficulties in communicating are greater, in the case o{'others they are

lcss, but it is irrclevant whcther the subjects know if linguists vicw the

cases under consideration as seParatc languaees or as different dialects

within one lansuase .

7.2 If its lusion character determines thc entire subsequent linguistic

fate of Yiddish (r.8), we have to fashion a picturc of each determinant.

Determinant and component are not idcntic:rl. From the German

determinant, for example, there was only onc stoP to thc Gcrman

component of Yiddish, but not all linguistic rrnits lltat could have beert

taken over into Yiddish potentially were actu:Llly taktn over. But the

German determinant is also not identical witlr tlrr' (-icrman stock

language; it is an excerpt (not always exaclly <lClirr:rlrlr') (]1'the stock

language-that part of the stock languagc to wlrit:lr llrt' l,ottrr-Ashkcna-

zic community had access. An acquainteilr<:r' w,illr llr(' history and

structure of thc stock laneuage from whiclr llrt' tl< (t ttttittant derived

does not yet yield a proper picture o1'thc rlt'tt'rrrrirr;rrr( lirlr example,

Sephardic Hebrew is for Yiddish an cxtr:rrrtorrs lilrn:rliorr;maskilic

llrlrrrrr .ur(l nr.rlrrrr lir,rrlr llrl,r,r.r .r;,1,,.rr rlillrrr.rrt liorrr orrrprrirrt
ol t'i, w (1 :r,,':, .l 

"5 lt) llr;rrr tlrcir ;rl)l)(.in:rrrct: irr tltc history of the
ll.lrrr u' l;rrr!rr:r{r'. lr rlr. r':rs. ,l (,it rrr:rrr wc arc interested in both
Mirlrll. I lirlr (.it'rrnarr (arrc.l ro sorn(i cxtcnt cven old High German) and
Ncw I I iglr ( it:r rnan, but liom different points of view. On the other hand,
thc stuclt:rrt ,l'Yiddish is considerably interested in the so-called Ash-
kcnazic rabbinic Hebrew, whereas the Hebraist may regard it as a
comparativelv insignificant matter; and in the case of the German
determinant, the student of Yiddish must occasionally ponder over a
sole medieval isogloss that even a professional Germanist has ignored.
The same applies to the other two determinants, Loez and Slavic. The
interest of the student of Yiddish, as will be seen, is always specific,
determined by the time, the territory, and the social stratification.

This leads to the conclusion that the student of yiddish does not find
ready-made all he has to know about the determinants. The stock
languages are comparatively well investigated-in this respect students
of the oldcst Latin, the oldest Greek, or the oldest Hebrew may envy
us considerably-but the special problems that Yiddish poses frequently
call for special research. (This yields a by-product: not only does
general linguistics profit from research on Yiddish, but so does the study
ol the individual stock languages.)

We shall take up the determinants in thc order of their age among
Jews in the entire course of'historical development: Hebrew (7 S-7.16),
Loez (7.fi 7.23.5'), German (l.z+ 7.++.2), Slavic (7.a8-7.6r). Jews
were connected with Hebrew ever since they became a people; Loezin
two versions was brought to Loter by the immigrants; German they
first found in Loter; Slavic they owe to the eastward expansion of
Ashkenaz.

7.3 It is best to begin the examination olHe brew with the clarification
of the fundamental difference betwe en two linguistic formations : whole
Hebrew and Merged Hebrew. The guest reciting the benediction after
the meal together with the family will pronounce, in accordance with
the rules of Whole Hebrew, "May the Merciful bless this /,baal-ha,bajis/
(master of the house)," but in conversation at the table he will adclress
him as /balc'bos/ or /bal'bus/, as lvlerged Hebrew requires. The same
differcnce can be observed constantly, not only with refercnce to whole
sentences or phrases, but also with refercnce to single lcxical units. In
Merged Hebrew the word taanit (I-ast) is /tones/ or /tunes/, depending on
the diaiect. Ester-f tonesf (/tunes/) (Fast of Esther) is also pronounced in
this way in the expressionfun esler tones biz furim, but the morc forrnal
designatior.r calls lor /tajnis/ or /tanis/. Rabonon-kadislr (the rabbis'
kaddish) is said after study, but in the prayer book it is cared kadish
derabonon.

r
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Lt:t Wlrolc l lclrrcw lrc llrc rlrrrrc ol llr lrrngrr:ruc ol corrlirruous l,oslrrr-
koydesh tcxts (or ol sirrul('pluirst's or wor'<[s takcrr unchangcd out r-l1'a

continuous text) that a Yiddish spcakcr rcads whcn hc looks into 4 holy
book or cites from memory. For an English speaker or a Gcrman speaker
Whole Hebrew is the only approach to Hebrew, but the Yiddish speaker
deals also with another kind of Hebrew element and in a more intimate
way. This is the Loshn-koydesh component that is a part of the Yiddish
speaker's unmediated language. The Loshn-koydesh component in the
fusion of Yiddish-the Merged Hebrew-frequently goes different
ways than Whole Hebrew. Most striking is the fact that in the unaccented
syllables in Merged Hebrew the vowels are reduced (B B S). Hence in
Whole Hebrew we have (ue4s ha)'broxo (and this is the blessing) , but in
Merged Hebrew /'broxe/. Moses'mother's name is /joi'xeved/, as found
in the Bible, and thus the name will be pronounced when read aloud
in a divorce procedure ;but ordinarily the name is /joxvad/, sometimes
abbreviated to yokhe or ixevat/, where the unaccented first syllable fell
out altoge ther. Whole Hebrew compounds turn in Merged Hebrew into
words with one main stress: /be'roji ha'Sono/7ikoseyuun, but /'rolelone/
or /ro!e '!one/ or /roie '5une/ in Merged Hebrew. The child is made to
repeat the words /'moide a'ni/ with a pause between each word, but
the child is asked: Have you said /moide'ani/?

Essentially it is correct to say that Merged Hebrew is no longer
Hebrew but Yiddish, for it is the Hebrew component of Yiddish, and
the descriptive linguist will actually be inclined to ignore the question
of the derivation of the linguistic material that he considers. But the
historical linguist will definitely gain from the designation Wholc
Hebrew. A linguistic unit of Hebrew derivation could have entered
Yiddish through various channels: (I) from \{hole Hebrew then and
there, for example as a quotation (and then it will be least merged);
(z) from Whole Hebrew in an older period of Yiddish-the largest
number of units in the Loshn-koydesh component; and (3) possibly also

through the mediation of a prelanguage. It is conceivable, for example,
that one or another Loshn-koydesh-component unit could have entered
Yiddish in the form in which the western Loez or southern Loez im-
migrants had used it in their Merged Hebrew. Too many such cases

cannot be expected, for the AshkenazicJew could constantly draw anew
from the open Loshn-koydesh well; and our knowledge of the Loshn-
koydesh component in the Loez languages will always remain meager,
for the number of Loez documents is small and the traditional spelling
of the Loshn-koydesh component elements obstructs thc manner of
pronunciation. For the present we must therefore operate only with the
category "Hebrew among the Loez Jews" without differentiating the
two formations of the Whole Hebrcw and Merged He brew in their

I lrl l,rrrlirrrslrr I )r'lcr rrrrrr.rrrts

l;rrrgrr:rqcs. lJul orr t:<ttttl.ritt'irte tlrt'rl<'vt'loltntcnt o1'balis in such a

"rror rrnl" unit as /bcn 'bajis/ with such a queer (hitherto unexplained)
vot::rliz:r(ion as /bale 'bosllbal'bus/, willy-nilly we turn our gaze in the

tlirct:tiorr ola prelanguage.
Nor is thcrc full uniformity in the boundary of Whole Hebrew. No

<rrre will say in the grace after the meal er /bale'bos/ ha4 (the master
ofthis house), but one can hear baal-ha'bajis or bale'bajis; in the benedic-
tion " . .. bore (creator) . . . " one can hear boi'rei or 'boirei and even

'hoire.ln other words, some members of the community show a tendency
in Whole Hebrew to depart from the grammatical norms and to
approach the norms of Merged Hebrew. Here one can discern group
variations (scholars, for example, will probably be inclined to read

"more correctly" than ordinary Jews) and individual variations, and

the same individual may even change his pronunciation of a sentence

or a phrase depending on the situation.
Phonemically, today's Ashkenazic Whole Hebrew is similar to Yid-

dish. The phoneme combinations are perhaps occasionally different,
but taken singly it appears that Ashkenazic Whole Hebrew has no

phoneme not found in Yiddish. But does this have to be so? In older
stages of Ashkenaz the integration apparently was not so complete, and
otherJewish communities, the western LoezJews for instance, probably
had phonemes in their \{hole Hebrew that their vernacular did not

possess. Therefore it is basically better not to foretell conclusions;it is

preferable to conceive of the situation as follows: In each culture area

the phonemic systems ofWhole Hebrew and of the unmediated language
are correlated; whether or not they are identical must be determined
separately in each case.

7.3. r Analogies to the two formations in Loshn-koydesh can be found
in various cultures. Medieval acrolectic Latin in the Romanic countries
also was parallel with the vernaculars, and as a result there remained in
French, for example, two easily discernible layers. Essentially they are

both of Latin derivation, but the Romanic layer went through all the

stages of development of Latin: Gallo-Romanic, Old French, and so on;
the other layer is the so-called mots sauanls (the name is also used for
similar phenomena in other languages). For example, the Lattn mobile

(movable) became, through the normal sound shifts in French, meuble

(furniture) ; but in addition the adjective mobile (movable) Iater came

directly from Middle Latin. Modern French therefore has doublets,
both of which derive from the same progenitor, but through different
developmental processes. Similarly, English has two kinds of adoptions
from French: older more comfortable ones, and modern ones that
sound somewhat foreign. Piece and resistance are familiar in English from
the Middle English period, but besides, there is the word piice meaning
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a (l()(:unr('nt, lrrkcrr ovcr low;rrrl llrc t'rrrl ol tlrc ciglrtt't.rrtlr tcrrttrry, arrrl
pi\ce de resislante. Swedc is thc narnt: .1 :r <:t.r't:rin S<:andin:rvi:rn eroup, but
a kind of soft Swedish leathe r is callcd suide, pronounced the French way.
In the category ol somewhat foreign words, both spelling and pro-
nunciation testify to the relative recency of the borrowing.

Actually the doublet /bale' bos - 'baalha'bajis/ is similar to piece -
piice. The scholars, it can be said, always had access to the Loshn-
koydesh sources and could constantly renew the "learned words" in
their original form. But the illustrations also show that the difference
between Whole Hebrew and Merged Hebrew is not entirely of this
type. Doublets that have entered at different times also exist in Yid-
dish. For instance, to the traditional meaning of alilah (call to the
reading of the Torah) a new meaning has been added in the past two
generations, namely 'immigration to Israel', and some pronounce it
not in the accepted way but rather in the manner of contemporar.v
Hcbrew; thus the doublet /a'lije - ali'ja/ has come into existence in
Yiddish (we have the same thing in the non-Hcbrew component, in
korl - karte fcard], parshoyn - per<on [person], and the like) . But I'baal-
ha'ba.jis/ does not exist in the Loshn-koydesh component olYiddish, in
Merged Hebrew; it is a unit in a kindred formation, but an independent
one. On the other hand, in the case of the two formations of Hebrew
we have a permanent internal bilingualism, not an external influence.
Closer to the Ashkenazic situation is the picture among non-Jews in
central and eastern Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
when the aristocracy employed French as a second language, in addition
to the vernacular. But Loshn-koydesh in Ashkenazwas) to the majority
of the community, infinitely closer rhan Middle Larin was to the
medieval Frenchman, and especially closer than French to the average
Russian or Pole in the period of "Francomania."

7.4 As early as the Middle Ages the Hebrew grammarians perceived
the specific meaning of the concept "pronunciation" pertaining to
Whole Hebrew. Most frequently they rrseci the term keriah (reading) .

Their description is exact; it derived from a practice that had not yet
been confused by naive linguistic or anachronistic communal considera-
tions. In the case of unmediated languages, speaking is primary; the
problem is how the spoken words are noted in writing. In the case of
Hebrew in the Middle Ages, writing was a simple matter, as long as

one knew how to read the sacred texts, especially the bjblical text.
The problem confronted even theJews in Babylonia and in Palestine ,

although there the manner of reading was transmitted lrom as early
as unmediated times; in the course of time, memory became precarious
and fragmentary. But the problem of reading must have become espe-
cially acute in the new culture areas that began to arise in the Gaonic
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lrlrrorl;tlrr.rc tlrcvr.ry "lrirrlitiorr" lr;rtl lolrt'ilrrpor-tcd:rld thcdclbnders

ol tlris or tlrirt rt.itrlilrg sysl('ttl lt:rtl to bc bclicvcd on theirown authority.

Irr r:orrsorritrrt:c witlr tlrc gcneral differentiation between Sepharad

:grcl nshk(:nlz, two principal reading systems could be distinguished

ils czrrly as thc Middle Ages. They came to be known as the Sephardic

l)r()nunciation and the Ashkenazic pronunciation. The Sephardim read

thc {irst sentence in the Bible /bereiit bara elohim et haiamaim veet

lraarcs/, whereas the Ashkenazim read /bereiSis boro eloihim es haiom-

ajim vees hooreci. similarly in Merged He brew we say not only /bereiiis
boro/, but also "He began from /bereiSis/." Between these two pro-

nunciations there are, as we can see, not only consonantal differenCes,

but-importantly-a difference in the sound value of the vowels' The

lact that the Sephardic pronunciation does not differentiate between a

palah and a kamez and a segol and a tsere is most conspicuous'

Nowadays we hear that the Sephardic pronunciation is the "correct

one" and the Ashkenazic corruPt. This is a misconcePtion' In the case

of historical categories it is irrelevant to speak of right or wrong; this

conception derives from extralinguistically motivated prestige evalua-

tions, from the fact that contemporary Israeli Hebrew has accepted in

principle the Sephardic pronunciation (as to breaches therein, see

4251,tr.).For centuries each community adhered to its system, and

surely the Ashkenazim did not think that their pronunciation was

inferior. As late as the eighteenth century the Hassidim adopted the

Sephardic prayer book but not the Sephardic pronunciation, and even

the German Reformists in the nineteenth century did not depart from

the Ashkenazic system in reading the sacred texts. The only exceptions

were the grammarians. The sephardic grammarians themselves were

not so convinced of the perfection of their Pronunciation (7'Io), and

the first German humanists interested in Hebrew grammar provided,

to the best of their ability, data on both pronunciations; but beginning

with Reuchlin among non-Jews and Elijah Levita among Jews' the

conception was established that the Sephardic pronunciation was su-

perior. The famous grammarian of the Haskalah period, Yehuda-Leyb

ben-Zeev, who drew both from the Sephardic grammarians and from

Elijah Levita as well as thc Christian Hebraists, strengthened this view.

It conformed well to the entire approach of the Haskalah period and

the rhen contemporary Jewish scholarship about the relative position

of Ashkenaz and Sepharad inJewish history (z.zB).

It was therefore a milestone in the study of Hebrew when Rapoport

and Lttzzatto, in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, posited

the following thesis: The Ashkenazic pronunciation is not a corruption

of the Sephardic; it also has a legitimate basis inJewish tradition. The

two diverge because they derive from two different sources: the Sep-


